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ICe hsve rectntly completet a survey of Medicare &rriers’ 
use of prepayment computer edits to prevent duplicate’ payments. 

. Hedicare Bureau statistics show that carriers 3tected about $360 
mtllion in duplicate claims during fiscal year 1976 u’siog prepayment 
edits. HoVevet, duriag that year, an additionaL $1.6 million in 
duplicate claims were found during postpayment reviews and payees 

. voluntarily returned about $2 million in duplicate paymend which 
had not been detected by the txrriers. 

. 
Information obtained from 26 carriers in five Hedicare Bureau 

tt$fon8 showed that mo8t of the carrier8 u8e prepsyaient computer 
edit8 wfrich do not fully comply with the Burecu requirements. our 
tests at one of the carriers. ahowed that thi 8 ha8 resulted in 
duplicate payments. Al though ve have not determined the total number 
or amount of duplicate payments involved, they couid be significant 
for those carriers whose edits differ considerably from the Bureau’s 
requirements. Additionally, some carriers hale edits th8t ore 
probably resulting in unnecessary manual reviews. 

Our rutvey alro show8 that the Bureau need8 to change its ’ 
requirements for the computer edit8 used to automatically deny 
duplicate claims to include matches with claims still in process. 
This change would reduce the number of manual reviews and also 
reduce the potential for error8 that might be made in the manual 
review process. 

There matters are discussed in greater &tail below. 



!GXl’ CARRIERS ARE KOT COHPLYIKG 
JGJl!l BOREAlI HEOUIRE.?tECTS -- 

Bureau instructions specify computerized editing criteria 
to be used by carriers in screening c1aL.x to identify (11 duplicate 

c 

claims to be disallowed without clerical intervention and (2) potential 
duplicate claim to be -subjected.. to-manual.reuieu,-. .kcording--to _ -- _ _ _-._. -- 

-&u&au 
_ ..- -~--- 

officials, use of the%@ criteria is mandatory for all carriers. 
However, most of the carriers we surveyed used editing criteria that 
varied from Bureau critorra. 

. .' 

Part B Hcdicare claims can be submitted to a carrier br- either 
the provider or the benefitiary of services and the carrie;caa make 
payments to either party. A claim can involve one se&ice or a number 
of serfices rendered over a period of days, weeks, or months. 
Information describing each sentice is coded by ca,rrieir personnel a4 
entered into the carrier’s computer as a line J tern. 1 

In some cases, claims lisr, services which have-been billed to 
the carrier on preiious claims. In other cases, the rame rewice 
may be listed on the claim more than once. Duplicr:? claim edits 
are used to identify these situations 80 that a second payment will 
not be made for the same service. In these edits, the computer 
coinpares line items with each other to determine whether an individual 
service has been entered for processing and payment more than once. 

Medicare instructions *provide for the computer to automatically 
deny a line item if it is an exact duplicate of a line item which has 
already completed processing.. Exact duplicate line items are defined 
as those in which the beneficiary and provider numbers, the date and 
place of service, the amount charged, the type of service, and the 
procedure code have all been coded the same. 

In some cases, two line items may not be coded exactly the 
same ever though both represent the same service. Xecogniting this, 
the Bureau requires carriers to have edits for potential duplicate 
claims. In these edits, the computer compares line items for specified 
similarities. If these similarities are met, the suspect line items . 
are manually reviewed by clerical personnel, 
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Although the regional offices arc rtspmsiblc for assuring t!lqt 
the carriers use the editing criteria required by the bure;lu, the: 
regional personnel we contacted did not knov for the most part 
what editing criteria was being used. Further, the 4nnual Contractor 
Evaluation Reports generally do not provide complete information on 
the edits used by the carriers. 

__ &kr$s&ted one regional office and telephoned four others -- .- -.-_ __ 
to determine the editing criteria being--tised by-she~~r7r~~ic~~;--- - --- 
Officials in the Manses City, Boston, Atlanta, and San Francisco 
regiqnal offices told us it yould be necessary to contact the 
carriers to get the information. An official in the Chicago 
regional office was able to list the ,editing criteria for all but ’ 
two c&fliers, but said the information might not be current. 

-. -_.- 

To obtain information about the carriers’ editing criteri;, we 
p&pared questionnaires and the five regional offices mentioned above 
had their carriers comp1at.z the questionnaires. The information from 
these questionnaires is provided in the enclosure, Only one o’f these 

. carriers (Mutual of Omaha) had edits which were the same as the 
Bureau’ a requircutents, The remaining 27 carriers had editing criteria 
which was tither narrower or broader thha that prescribed by the 
Bureau. 

Narrower criteria meam that the carrier requirer more data 
fields to match than th&.e required by the Bureau before a line ir.em 
will be identified as a potential duplicate. Broader criteria means 
that fewer data fields must match, thereby causing more line items 
to be identified as potential duplicates. Thus, while broad ctiteria 
increases the Ftential for detecting duplicate claims, it also 
increases the number of claims that must be manually reviewed. 

Effect of using 
narrow criteria 

Use of editing criteria which is too narrow results in duplicate 
claims not being detected, At Kansas City Blue Shield, we reviewed . 
the edit used to compare line items from different claims which 
involve tkc same provider. Ve fou:ld that Kansas City had narrowed thP 
criteria for this edit by requiring that, in addition to beneficiary 
number, service data, and type of service, the place of service also 
must iikttch. 
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WC ran tests against one of the six claims history tapes at 
thf.!, carrier and estinatcd the results for all six tapes, ’ Kansas 
City carrier officials told us that the five other tapes were 
comparable to the one we tested. 

UC estimate that Jdding place of service to the edit caused 
-Kansas-C&ty- -Blue -Shield -to overLook, each month, abautALdupli.ca&z _ ___.. 
claims amounting to approximately $1,400. To detect the 80 duplicate 
claims, we estimate that an additional 331 potential duplicates would 
hnve to have been manually reviewed, which would take a total of about 
7 houts. Carrier officials agreed that manual review of the additional 
claims would be cost effective, 

-- 

Because othcv carriers have added not only place .of servic’e, but 
also other data fields to their editing criteria, we believe that there 
is*potential for a significant number of duplicate payments by’these 
carriers. As shown in the enclosure, 12 of the carriers were using 
criteria which was narrower than both options of the Bureau’s criteria 
for comparing line items from differant claims involving the s-e 
provider. 

Effec; of using criteria 
which is too broad 

Use of editing criteria which is too brotd can result in 
unnecassary manual examinations of line items. Nineteen of the 
carriers were using criteria which was broader than the Bureau’s 
criteria in at least one of the two edits used for comparing line 
items from the same claim. These carriers may be making unnecessary 
manual reviews. 

NEED TO CHARGE EDIT USfD TO 
DENY EXACT DUPLICATES AU’pIopiATICALLY 

The Bureau carriers’ manual btates that duplicates which match 
on all fields of completed claims are to be disallowed automatically 
without clerical intervention. The manual, however, does not require 
the automatic disallot;ance of exact duplicates still in process, . 
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If an exact duplicate lint item i’s not automatically denied, 
. the potential duplicate edits should cause the line item to be 

manually reviewed. Consequently, failure to make autcmaric denials 
: whwktver feasible can result in an unnecessary manual rcvf~v workload. 

. In addition, human errors in the manual review process zan callow 
duplicate payraeats to 3e made. 

. w -i 

00 one of the six computer tapes 02 claims history at Kansas 
* CL ty Eilu3-!3i7~I&-W identlfie& lS duplicate payments which-were------- .-.-.- ____ ~___ 

L,.. craus# by errors made during. ths manual review process. The se 
- payments iavalmd exact duplicate line items which had not been 

automatically deaied because the older liae items had not completed 
processing when the newer line items entered the computer. Had the 
carrier’b aukwaatic denial edit included comparisons with line items 
st+ll in proces8, the errors would not have been made becarse the 
claims would have been deaied automatically. 

I 
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. Although ve did not estimate the number of duplicates that 
required manual review iastetd of being automatically denied, the ’ 
number lnrrp have beta rigaificaat because manual review errors should 
have &ea made in only a small percentage of the exact duplicates 
revid. We believe this to be true because exact duplicates should 
be Mvely easy to detect. 

.-. 
CONCLUSlONS AND REC3MMENDhTIONS 

?kdfcart carriers are not complying with the required criteria 
for ScretaiUg duplicate cbafms. This aoncompl.ianct is resulting in 
duplicate paymeats aad may be resulting in unnecessary manual review 
of potcrotial duplicates. Regional offices have not ensured adherence 
to the Medicare Bureau criteria. 

Also, criteria for the edil: used to deny exact duplicates 
autometicrlly should be changed to include comparisons with other 
claims still in process. The edits presently required have resulted 
in mtssary menual review and in some casts, actual duplicates 
were sot detected because of errors made in the manual review process. 
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We xecowend that you require the Medicare Bureau to: 

--direct regional offices to ensure that all carriers 
comply with the Medicare Bureau duplicate detection 
criteria and to specifically show the carriers’ criteria 
in thn Annual Contractor Evaluation Repoxts; 

_. ___ _ -_. -_- --change the auloqt.i_c-denial edit _cri teria. to _ _~ --- _--.- 
include campaxisoas with claims still in process.-- -- 

__ __- .__. . .-.--- - .--- -~ 

The Xedicarc Bureau has ’ taken action on several other &tters . 
. tiich we brought to their attention during our survey. Nouethelass, 

we would appreciate your advising us of any actions taken or planned 
with regard to the matters discussed in this report. 

.I 
Sincerely yours, 

I 
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. 
Enclosuxe 

. --_-e 

Robert EL Iffart, Jr. 
Assistant Director 
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